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MetEOC-2 (Jun 2014 start)
~ 40 man years of effort
- aligned to CEOS, CCI etc

• NMIs from, UK, F, D, Fi, I, NL,
Cz, Sp, CH & EU (JRC)
+ RAL, DLR, FGI, BUW, UJul

• Concentrates on Post-launch

• End to End Traceability &
ECVs

• 2014- 2017 – Open spring for
some funded research
partners (not NMIs)

• Aim for a real virtual centre
next H2020 project poss 7 yrs
look for alignment with ESA,
Eumetsat (core metrology)
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Uncertainty Analysis for Earth Observation
Course will run in June (dates to be confirmed) at NPL.
Contact Ella Garnham: ella.garnham@npl.co.uk for more details
Day 1: Beginner

Day 2: Intermediate
•
•
•

Takes measurements
Has never made an
uncertainty budget
Wants the basics – but
not too much maths

Aims:
To provide scientists with the tools
required to develop a
straightforward uncertainty budget
for the measurements that they are
making or using.

•

•

Uses or makes
calibrations or
validation campaigns
Has performed some
uncertainty analysis –
but has lots of
questions

Aims:
To explain the concepts behind
uncertainty analysis so that the
scientist becomes comfortable with
developing a detailed uncertainty
budget from scratch

You can take either, or both, days. Day 2 builds on Day 1

Uncertainty Analysis for Earth Observation
Course will run in June (dates to be confirmed) at NPL.
Contact Ella Garnham: ella.garnham@npl.co.uk for more details
Day 1: Beginner

Day 2: Intermediate

• Introduction
• Measurement traceability and
uncertainty (and QA4EO)
• Basic statistical concepts
(standard deviation, the Law of
Propagation of Uncertainties –
GUM)
• Steps to an uncertainty budget
• Example uncertainty budgets
• Introduction to correlation
• Problems from the audience

• Recap of Day 1, QA4EO, GUM
• Errors and Uncertainties and the
statistical basis of the GUM equation
• Steps to an uncertainty budget with
more mathematics – using the
calibration of a hyperspectral airborne
imager as an example
• Straight line calibration equations
• Sensitivity coefficients by modelling,
experimentation and calculus
• Problems from the audience
Problems from the audience: pre-arranged – send in your requests with
your application form. One example will be worked through each day!
There will also
several
breaksortoboth,
allowdays.
the ideas
sink in
Yoube
can
take either,
Day 2tobuilds
onand
Dayto1
allow one-to-one discussions with the trainers.

